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Introduction

The Human Early Learning Partnership (HELP) is a collaborative, interdisciplinary research network, based at the School of Population and Public Health at the University of British Columbia. HELP’s unique partnership weaves many scientific viewpoints to address complex early child development (ECD) issues. HELP connects researchers and practitioners from communities and institutions across B.C., Canada, and internationally. HELP’s interdisciplinary approach reaches from ‘cell to society’ and its program of research emphasizes the human development spectrum.

This third edition of our annual research publications catalogue demonstrates the breadth and depth of our organization’s engagement in research and scholarship. HELP faculty members are committed to the integration of research and teaching and they work with a network of researchers and students from British Columbia, Canada and around the world to inform, engage, and facilitate action to ultimately help children and families thrive.

This catalogue highlights scholarly activities and achievements in 2014-2015 of the HELP team, affiliated scholars and researchers. It is organized by topic and is designed to allow readers to identify more easily the contribution of HELP to collective child development research. Publications listed cover a variety of disciplines and topics and, in many instances, reflect new and interesting collaborations across disciplines. This catalogue should help inform our communities, government and colleagues about the research undertaken through HELP. If you wish to seek further information about HELP research or activities, I invite you to contact our Deputy Director, Pippa Rowcliffe, or our faculty directly.

Michele Wiens
Senior Manager, Knowledge Management
Human Early Learning Partnership

Pippa Rowcliffe
Deputy Director
Human Early Learning Partnership
Biology of Early Development

**BIOLOGICAL EMBEDDING**


**SOCIAL EPIGENETICS**


**PRENATAL EXPOSURES**


CORTISOL LEVELS, PRE-TERM, ETC.


Human Early Learning Partnership – Publications & Research, October 2015


Developmental Monitoring

For publications related to the Early Development Instrument and the Middle Years Development Instrument and Findings, see separate documents entitled “2015 09 EDI citations” and “2015 09 MDI citations”.

SCREENING RESEARCH AND EVALUATION


MIDDLE YEARS

Policy Research and Monitoring

FAMILY POLICY


For additional publications related to Generation Squeeze, see http://www.gensqueeze.ca/join?gclid=CL2RI836_scCFUSCgodUlcfEQ&splash=1.
Health, Health Services and Delivery

GENERAL


Supporting Research

CRITICAL DIFFERENCE


DEVELOPMENTAL TRAJECTORIES, LONGITUDINAL TRAJECTORIES

Foster Care, Institutionalization


General

STATISTICS, MODELING, MEASUREMENT


Map Sets, Community Summaries

EARLY DEVELOPMENT INSTRUMENT


MIDDLE YEARS DEVELOPMENT INSTRUMENT


For additional publications related to the Early Development Instrument and the Middle Years Development Instrument and Findings, see separate documents entitled “2015 09 EDI citations” and “2015 09 MDI citations”.
Media

General

1. Ready or Not! Prince George Citizen. 2014 Feb 03.
2. Social-emotional kits to address need in Leduc; dozens of kits to be distributed by end of January. The Pipestone Flyer. 2014 Jan 09.
27. Shore R. Changing the world, a child at a time; The Dalai Lama Center aims to give communities tools to educate the hearts of the next generation. The Vancouver Sun. 2014 Oct 18.
29. Taylor-Robinson D, Barr B. Cuts to early years children’s services threaten the most disadvantaged. The Conversation. 2014 Apr 8.
31. Shore R. Improving the world, one child at a time; Vancouver-based Dalai Lama Centre aims to give communities the tools to educate the hearts of the next generation. Sunday Phoenix. 2015 Jan 04.

Generation Squeeze

1. GenSqueeze and the realities we need to face. Courier - Islander. 2015 Feb 27.
2. Budget boon, but not for all. The Tri - Cities NOW. 2015 Apr 23.
16. Cayo D. CPP changes fine, as far as they go; Senior moment. The Vancouver Sun. 2015 May 30.
17. CBC staff. Affordable daycare needed in B.C., says Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives. CBC News. 2015 Jul 09.
23. Jen St D. Restless youth in a divided city; Housing a flashpoint between have and have-nots. Vancouver Courier. 2015 Jun 05.
25. Kershaw P. Is it fair that retirees get three times more from government? The Province. 2015 Feb 12.
29. Kershaw P. Alberta’s youth squeezed more than any other province. Red Deer Express. 2015 Apr 01.
32. Kershaw P. Selinger’s financial plan a blow to young people. Winnipeg Free Press. 2015 May 05.
33. Kershaw P. How the three main parties compare in their support for families. Trail Times. 2015 May 14.
35. Kershaw P. Alberta NDP drew young voters, but will spend money on retirees. The Times - Transcript. 2015 May 15.
43. Kershaw P. Troy Media. N.B. budget shows gap in generational funding. The Times - Transcript. 2015 Apr 08.
45. Quinn S. The secret to happiness was right under our noses. The Globe and Mail. 2015 Jun 20.
46. Tedesco T. 'DEBT by necessity'; The debt 'crisis' in Canada? If your paycheque is $100,000-plus, this is about you! National Post. 2015 May 09.
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